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Indigenous internationalism is one of the startling achievements of the 20th century.  
It arrived at the very end of a millennium which began with the travels and 
settlements of Erik the Red, his friends, and family in Greenland and mainland North 
America, c. 1000 AD.  Although the Inuit of Greenland and Canada and the 
Algonquian Indian nations drove away those first visitors, by warfare or attrition, 
aggressive Europeans exploiting the environment and ethnocentrically claiming a 
right to dominate, dispossess, or disperse ‘natives’ became a habit in all parts of the 
world.  Now, a thousand years after that first contact, we find Nordic, Anglophone, 
and Francophone governments in those same regions handing back substantial 
territory and governing powers to Inuit and Indian peoples. 
 
The literary record, archeology, oral tradition of indigenous peoples, and other 
available information indicate that Erik, his friends, and his family and their 
descendants in Greenland were unable or unwilling to adapt their outlooks to 
cooperation with or learning from indigenous peoples, even in matters important for 
their own physical survival.2  But that is an old story.  It is time to look ahead.  It is 
time for the relatively fortunate few peoples and countries such as those in Europe and 
North America to offer hope to the many others elsewhere still or newly oppressed. 
 
The Arctic Peoples Conference in Copenhagen, 1973, is often considered the 
beginning of modern indigenous internationalism.3  That conference was important 
not only for its active approach to international cooperation, but for its implicit 
message:  that indigenous peoples were not poverty cases at the bottom of national 
priority lists, suffering for their own failures, but a category of persons and cultures 
found all over the world.  Those Greenlanders, Sami, and Inuit, Dene, and Métis from 
Canada’s Yukon, Northwest Territories, and Nunavut meeting in 1973 found that they 
shared similar problems and cultural humiliations.  They could talk as equals about 
their good and bad experience in dealing with land and sea rights, reindeer and 
caribou management, alcohol, inappropriate schooling, language loss, official policies 
of assimilation and paternalism, or their lack of influence on decision-making.  When 
                                                          
1 Peter Jull, Centre for Democracy, Department of Government, University of Queensland, 
Brisbane.  He has been involved in comparative indigenous studies, policy, politics, and 
organisations since the mid-1960s. 
2 Kleivan I, 1984:  ‘History of Norse Greenland’, Volume 5: Arctic,  The Handbook of North 
American Indians, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, 549-555. 
3 Kleivan I, 1992:  ‘The Arctic Peoples' Conference in Copenhagen, November 22-25, 1973’, 
Études Inuit Studies, Vol. 16 (1-2), 1992, 227-236.  Also, Jull P, 1998:  ‘”First world” 
indigenous internationalism after twenty-five years’, Indigenous Law Bulletin, Vol 4, No 9 
(February 1998), 8-11.  This author was an observer, not a delegate, in 1973. 
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they tried to talk about such matters at home with non-indigenous officials who made 
decisions about their lives, they often received condescension, derision, or silence. 
 
Having spent their lives as second- or third-class citizens at home, here in 
Christiansborg, the parliament building, they were debating the issues of most 
importance to them in the high-ceilinged halls of power of one of the great old 
European kingdoms.  They were treated with respect and attention, a unique 
experience for many.  But the real world of international economics – the word 
‘globalisation’ was not used then – made itself felt.  Denmark was enduring a special 
Arab oil boycott and power was rationed, so everything in the city was chilly and 
badly lit.  Indeed, the rush by North Atlantic countries to secure oil, gas, and hydro-
electric energy in the Arctic and Sub-Arctic was a major factor uniting the indigenous 





Contemporary indigenous internationalism emerged in a period when indigenous 
peoples had few recognised legal rights or political institutions.  Everything lay ahead.  
When rights or self-government were talked about, they were usually general 
concepts, political principles, or hopes.  For many parts of the world that is still true.  
However, in ‘first world’ countries and Russia many changes and ideas have been 
negotiated, implemented, or proposed in recent decades. 
 
The sort of indigenous unity which existed in the early days is gone.  The biggest 
problem is that indigenous groups and leaders are so busy with their negotiations and 
projects at home that they find little time to share in international forums.  That 
progress is a great success, and indigenous internationalism helped to achieve it.  Yet 
some indigenous spokespersons are reluctant to admit any such achievements.  They 
speak fervently of ideals which may never be achievable on earth, and sometimes 
condemn genuine progress which is being made. 
 
The recent Martinez report makes a serious mistake in failing to grasp the negotiated 
political settlements or ‘regional agreements’ which have been transforming 
Greenland and the northern half of Canada. 4  They are not flawed, failed, or false 
steps.  They are not final acts of bad old assimilation by settlers, as the report implies 
of such measures, but the beginning of a new relationship in modern states between 
resurgent indigenous political communities and a more enlightened and open-minded 
non-indigenous public.  As Quebec Inuit land claims leader Charlie Watt liked to say, 
such agreements are far from perfect but they represent a set of ‘tools’ with which 
indigenous people can complete the task of rebuilding their societies in their 
traditional territories. 
 
The danger is that if internationalists continue to make demands while refusing to 
acknowledge the success stories in their midst, they will lose credibility with many 
indigenous people, hopelessly divide the indigenous movement between practitioners 
                                                          
4 Paragraphs 129-130 and 135-146, respectively, in Study on treaties, agreements and other 
constructive arrangements between States and indigenous populations, Final Report, 
Unedited Version, by Miguel Alfonso Martinez, Special Rapporteur, United Nations, Geneva, 
1998. 
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of self-government and purists outside it, and give governments a good reason to 
ignore indigenous rights and other political voices because they are impossible to 
satisfy. 
 
The truth is that indigenous achievements were made possible by the heightened state 
of awareness and debate created by the active and idealist voices, while the regional 
achievements like Greenland, Nunavut, and Inuit Alaska now provide energy, 
precedents, expertise, and often finance to make possible continued international 
work.  That work is not only to share experience and precedents with less fortunate 
peoples and countries, as a 1983 resolution of the Inuit Circumpolar Conference 
general assembly in Iqaluit demanded of its members.5  It is also necessary to achieve 
new and further goals, these often being matters which only become relevant once 
indigenous people have acquired some initial ‘tools’ and self-government.  After all, 
there is not much work to do when one has no power to do anything.  However, when 
indigenous bodies have to solve problems left behind by whites, or meet new 
environmental threats, they must learn for themselves.  No wonder many formerly 
visible and charismatic indigenous leaders now spend all their time, weary in meeting 
rooms at home instead of speaking at world forums! 
 
Active work in international forums and hard work at home making indigenous self-
government and use of territory practical realities are the two sides of indigenous 





Three particular matters deserve attention.  These are: 
 
1 Practical, Political, and Policy Cooperation; 
 
2 Conduct and Ethics; and 
 
3 Forums for indigenous regions. 
 
 
1.  Practical, Political, and Policy Co-operation 
 
Indigenous peoples not only have much strength and experience to gain from each 
other in political campaigns.  They also have unique social, cultural, political, 
economic, environmental, and political circumstances and outlooks which are 
shared by other indigenous peoples but not by non-indigenous governments.  One 
                                                          
5 Resolution 83-05, ICC Support of the Canadian Inuit Efforts in Constitutional Work.  The late 
Mark R. Gordon had the Resolution drafted to noted that ‘Whereas, this [Canadian Inuit 
movement political] work is accomplishing significant advances in human rights and 
constitutional development and is therefore relevant to the peoples of many countries’, that 
‘Be it further resolved that the Inuit Circumpolar Conference disseminate information about 
this work in order to assist peoples undertaking similar efforts elsewhere in the world.’  ‘This 
work’ meant self-government and aboriginal rights to the Inuit leaders of the time, and 
included many issues of environmental, economic, and social issues flowing from those 
priorities. 
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might add that where such governments have been ready or forced to learn from 
indigenous peoples – as in New Zealand; Norway’s northern policies; Canada’s 
Northwest Territories; Australia’s Torres Strait and Cape York; Alaska; and Arctic 
Quebec – the whole region or country and its non-indigenous peoples have benefited.  
In other words, the success of indigenous self-government and land or sea rights is not 
an obscure or marginal issue, but part of broad themes in human civilisation and 
governance which benefit everyone.  The embrace of cultural diversity and better 
understanding and protection of the natural environment are two obvious examples. 
 
Indigenous peoples are creating a new field of political philosophy and political 
economy or political science through their self-determination movements and inter-
action with nation-state governments to achieve political and administrative reform. 
But they do not yet have political studies available in books or colleges.  Their 
expertise is locked inside the busy heads of political practitioners or shared orally in 
non-writing communities.  It is rarely available for the use of others.  Academic 
studies are accumulating, of course, but often they conform to patterns and theories 
which are fine for a classroom of white students but mean nothing to hunters on the 
floe edge or in deserts or rainforests faced with companies seeking oil or diamonds 
and governments clearing their way.  Oral cultures often have little regard for paper, 
even their own, but it is now urgent that their modern political experience be recorded 
for their own self-awareness and others’ guidance. 
 
Fortunately the academic community are becoming more alert to indigenous realities 
and political impact.  There are now studies of the transformation of nation-state 
practice by interaction with indigenous agendas.6  However, too much information is 
forgotten or unrecorded.  Shared experiences of indigenous peoples between regions 
and across oceans and continents is often the best information resource a politically 
active group may have.  There one can see the successes and failures of strategies or 
programs, and evaluate proposals and their possible use in one’s home regions, at 
little or no cost.  One can also show skittish governments at home that recognising 
indigenous rights and self-government does not break up countries but makes them 
more just and peaceful, while also bringing marginal hinterlands into full participation 
in the national economy and society.  Those, after all, are the stated goals of 
governments towards outlying regions and peoples! 
 
Officials usually try to assimilate new problems or issues such as indigenous self-
determination to their old habits.  This is not always deliberate or malicious but 
merely the habit of all of us when there is nobody to challenge comfortable beliefs.  
They also discourage indigenous peoples from looking abroad for inspiration, even in 
those governments with small programs to fund indigenous study trips.  For one thing 
they believe foreign experience is irrelevant or threatening to their own country, and 
they do not want minorities telling others about problems at home.  Sadly, they, too, 
miss out on useful learning in this way.  Australian governments’ siege mentality on 
indigenous issues is not simply a reaction to foreign critics, but also a genuine 
inability to see indigenous affairs as other than a local aberration to be put right by 
                                                          
6 E.g., Cameron K & White G, 1995:  Northern Governments in Transition:  Political and 
Constitutional Development in the Yukon, Nunavut, and the Western Northwest Territories, 
Institute for Research on Public Policy, Montreal.  Also Dickerson MO, 1992:  Whose North?  
Political Change, Political Development, and Self-Government in the Northwest Territories, 
Arctic Institute of North American and University of British Columbia Press, Vancouver. 
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persistent application of the same programs which have failed for the past half-
century.  
 
Setting precedents, learning from mistakes, and sharing ideas are the most important 
aspects of international work.  Likewise, danger to the future and direction of the 
world’s indigenous peoples comes not only from resource industries and redneck 
governments, but from inexperience and complacency in indigenous movements.  
Mining or oil interests and nasty governments are visible, clear, easy to target.  Fights 
against them strengthen indigenous unity and build support.  But all of us involved 
need to admit we don’t know all that we should, to learn from each other, and to avoid 
simply assimilating new self-governing bodies to the bad old system whose reform or 
replacement was the motive for the whole political movement in the first place! 
 
 
2.  Conduct and Ethics of Studies, Visits, and Exchanges 
 
A practical guide to help indigenous groups and their staff and expert advisers to 
conduct foreign studies, visits and exchanges, and observe appropriate ethical 
standards in doing so, is needed.  It could be developed by one or more indigenous 
national or international organisation, circulated for comment and improvements, and 
then a revised edition made widely available to encourage more effective and 
responsible international work. 
 
In the early years of indigenous internationalism, the freshness of the movement and 
surprise of many governments, the public, and international community at its 
emergence helped it achieve many things.  As time passes, however, certain problems 
become clear.  Visits to other peoples and territories result in excited personal 
discoveries, new friendships, and a blur of impressions, but too little is written down, 
reported back, or used as serious precedent.  Or the surprise of new impressions 
clouds important details which we forget to pursue in more depth. 
 
Or excited travellers go abroad and carry their rivalries from home with them.  
Canadian indigenous groups may sneer at each other’s agendas or achievements when 
in Australia or Finland, unaware that the progress of any and all Canadian groups may 
seem interesting and useful to their hosts.  The fine points of such feuds are lost on the 
hosts, and the putdowns are usually factually flawed or simply wrong.  Part of 
indigenous disadvantage is lack of information and political resources, and we should 
all be trying to increase the supply available to each people, not flaunting our 
bitchiness towards this or that group.  All indigenous peoples share enough 
misfortune and disadvantage that it is a duty to respect the implicit solidarity of all. 
 
It is urgent to establish a code of conduct including respectful treatment of other 
peoples.  All indigenous peoples have essentially the same problems vis-à-vis nation-
state authorities and non-indigenous settlers, even if different ways of solving them 
vary with local circumstances and possibilities.  All indigenous peoples deserve and 
are entitled to each other’s respect. 
 
There are many small practical ways of working which need to be more widely 
shared.  The importance of making notes, collecting documentation, and writing or 
filming a report, and having someone responsible for doing such things, is obvious.  
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The need to talk to many different types of people, to visit places, to avoid reliance on 
documents alone (which often conceal as much as they reveal), etc., when learning 
about another region’s experience are important.  It is also necessary to grasp 
something of the different intellectual and political traditions, e.g., between Nordic 
and Anglophone and Iberian cultural zones.  Language can be a problem – words like 
kommune and milieu have very different meanings in Nordic and Anglophone use, 
though freely used by English-speakers on both sides, while other terms like 
pragmatic or centralised carry an utterly different moral charge.  Some practical tips 
or a check-list for travellers is desperately needed because study travel and exchange 
visits are wasted opportunities, for the most part, except for the lucky person taking 
the trip. 
 
Preparation and presentation of materials by one or other group is important.  The 
Nunavut material on official internet sites is sufficiently unclear to outsiders that it 
causes endless confusion in Australia, for instance.  Equally, the failure of other 
indigenous groups at home to understand the Nunavut project created many political 
difficulties for Inuit, while the Australian government has utterly baffled the rest of 
the world with ATSIC and the Scandinavians with the Sami Parliaments.  In order to 
be properly understood and represented, as well as to win support, indigenous peoples 
should have information packages or videos which tell their story simply and 
accurately. 
 
In the 1980s the Inuit Circumpolar Conference drafted some notes on Circumpolar 
cooperation, later expanded to become a section in the ICC’s Arctic Policy published 
in 1992.7  The notes highlight the value to indigenous peoples and governments of 
such cooperation between indigenous peoples and between indigenous peoples and 
governments.  Even Canadians were often suspicious of Inuit internationalism and 
cooperation, despite the fact that Canada is a member of both the British 
Commonwealth of Nations and the Francophonie.  That is, the country’s two main 
language groups, Anglophones and Francophones, participate in international culture 




3.  Forum for Indigenous Regions 
 
One or more forums is needed, either a permanent council or series of conferences, 
in which regional renewal and practical improvements by indigenous inhabitants 
are discussed, and information, experience, and expertise shared.  Membership 
should not be based on official legal or political status but on de facto realities.  
Torres Strait Islanders are not less committed to their regional society and politics 
than Greenlanders, for instance.  The latter have a strong home rule status while the 
former are formally administered by Queensland and Australia, with elected 
indigenous bodies to advise them (like Greenland before home rule came into force in 
1979).  Former Greenland premier Johansen and various Canadian Inuit have 
                                                          
7 ‘Circumpolar Regional Cooperation’, pp. 28-30, Principles and Elements for a 
Comprehensive Arctic Policy, Inuit Circumpolar Conference, Ottawa & Centre for Northern 
Studies, McGill University, Montreal, 1992. 
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provided useful accounts of their experience to Torres Strait and Aboriginal 
meetings.8 
 
Such forums would be no mere one-way street because no region, however advanced, 
has solved all the major problems, while every local or regional case has some special 
insight or success to share with others.  If funding could be found for an initial 
meeting forum with ‘first world’ territories attending, the value would be made clear 
and further sponsorship easier to find. 
 
Indigenous international work to date has focussed on elaborating rights.  This will 
continue, but should be supplemented by forums for indigenous regions to share 
practical experience in solving social, environmental, economic, ethno-cultural. 
political, and international problems.  Some such work goes on now, although usually 
informally, or as incidental to other subjects. 
 
The Arctic Peoples Conference of 1973 was, in effect, such a forum.  The peoples 
present there from Northern Scandinavia, Greenland, and Northern Canada were all 
talking about the problems of their regional territories and their own difficulties in 
making governments recognise indigenous cultural priorities and moral rights.  It did 
not matter that the details of their legal status differed.  What mattered was that they 
were all talking about whole regions with ancient cultural histories and livelihoods.  
They all wanted to know how to make these regions whole and healthy again – 
culturally, socially, and politically.  Their problem was European nation-states 
bearing down on them with everything from offshore oil projects, to roads through 
taiga and tundra, to schools denying or demeaning their children’s language and 
culture.  Whether national capitals rejected or recognised their political rights, their 
concerns were the same, and so were their goals. 
 
Have things really changed?  Yes.  But much has not!  Indigenous people may no 
longer be slaves in mines or have their daughters kidnapped – in some countries, at 
least.  Now they supply votes and photo opportunities and lands full of minerals and 
seas full of fish, and for a very low price, but that may be progress of a sort.  They 
need all the help and solidarity they can get to be real equals of powerful governments 





Indigenous internationalism was very successful very quickly.  It caught the world’s 
imagination from the beginning in the 1970s – at least the world of ‘first world’ 
countries, international organisations, and news media.  It enjoyed early and easy 
victories.  This may mean that the world was ready for the idea. 
 
The world is not so easy today.  Now we live in a world where dictators do their dirty 
genocidal business on television, complete with ready smiles and a little English for 
the global TV audience.  In this new world, national populist movements – and the 
more bizarre groups who lurk in the shadow of their electoral support – try explicitly 
                                                          
8 E.g., Johansen LE, 1995:  ‘Greenland – The Home Rule Experience’, A good idea waiting to 
happen:  Regional Agreements in Australia, Proceedings from the Cairns Workshop July 
1994, ed. A Harris, Cape York Land Council, Cairns, Qld, 19-23. 
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to roll back civilised values and achievements in the name of parochial and often 
ignorant pseudo-patriotism.  Indigenous groups are a prime target because, of course, 
indigenous peoples as the first inhabitants have a moral authority and stature, even 
when oppressed, which the non-indigenous populists would like to claim for 
themselves.9 
 
Cheap air travel, computer and internet technology, and an increasingly educated and 
inter-connected world population are great assets which we did not have in the 1970s 
when indigenous internationalism began in earnest.  We need to use these resources to 
the full now.  We also need to avoid the complacency of battles won and comfort of 
old slogans.  The problems we face have not changed very much in 30 years, but the 





                                                          
9 This is true not only of a faux-naif movement like Australia’s One Nation led by Pauline 
Hanson with its little educated and much aggrieved support base.  It can also occur among 
sophisticated intellectuals today, e.g., Quebec’s separatist ideologists (see Baines SG, 1996:  
Social Anthropology with Aboriginal Peoples in Canada:  First Impressions, Série 
Antropologia 197, Departamento de Antropologia, Universidade de Brasilia, Brasilia), or 
Social Darwinists not so long ago among ‘progressive’ Scandinavians in the Sami northlands. 
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